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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study was to determine if frequently 

used AIDS education programs in schools, such as popular half

hour video presentations, are effecti ve in increasing the 

knowledge of adolescents to risk behaviors and transmission 

modes for the Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) that causes 

AIDS. Two distinctly different award winning films about AIDS 

were used to compare effects of treatment on students' 

knowledge and attitudes as measured by an anonymous written 

survey comparing adolescents with survey participants in a 

1986 Boston metropolitan area study (Strunin, Hingson, 1987). 

Analysis of post-treatment survey data was conducted 

using the chi-square statistic for contingency tables 

comparing the two treatment groups with controls for each of 

the survey question's responses. More than half of the 

survey's knowledge questions were found statistically 

significant at the .05 level or better due to differences 

attributed to the films. An evaluation of the statistically 

significant knowledge questions by gender also indicated that 

differences existed for most questions by sex of respondents; 

most were statistically significant for one sex, but not both. 

A comparison of survey results with the original 

strunin-Hingson study revealed significant changes in both 

attitude and knowledge levels for adolescents participating 

in this study. It was observed that levels of knowledge were 
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generally higher in this study group, and there was a 

measurable increase in concern or worry over AIDS that was not 

evident in the 1986 data. A large percentage (46%) of this 

study's respondents indicated that they would abstain from sex 

as a behavior change to protect them from AIDS, compared with 

only 10% responding similarly in 1986. only 25% of 

respondents indicated that they would use condoms, compared 

wi th10% in 1986; and 9% would elect to be monogamous, 

compared with 3% previously. 

The findings of this study led to the conclusion that 

educational films may differ in their effect on imparting 

accurate AIDS knowledge to adolescents, and the messages about 

AIDS transmission (e. g . kissing, sal iva) might be better 

understood by viewing films such as Suzi's Story in 

conjunction with didactic AIDS presentations. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

In 1981, clusters of homosexual patients were observed 

in Los Angeles and New York City suffering from an unusual 

form of pulmonary disease, lmown as Pneumocystis carinii 

pneumonia (PCP); named for an organism that is normally 

observed to affect only organ transplant patients with 

artificially depressed immune systems (Gottlieb, 1981, CDC, 

1981). This form of PCP pneumonia and other opportunistic 

infections were eventually understood to be overt 

manifestations of an Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome 

(AIDS), and the actual causative agent, a Human 

Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) was identified in 1983 by Robert 

Gallo of the National Cancer Institute, along with Luc 

Montagnier of the Pasteur Institute in Paris (Gallo, 1988). 

Since 1981, more than 90,000 individuals have been 

diagnosed with overt symptoms of AIDS in the U.S., and it is 

estimated that over 250,000 cases of AIDS have been diagnosed, 

or exist world-wide (Mann, 1988). AIDS has the unique 

distinction of being the leading cause of death for young men 

in New York City in 1988. By the end of 1991 the Public, 

Health Service (PHS) and the U.S. Centers for Disease Control 

(CDC) project that as many as 270,000 cases of AIDS will have 

been reported in the U.S. alone, with another 10% of existing 
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cases going unreported. Of all AIDS cases currently reported 

to CDC, 56% of adults, and 55% of children with the disease 

are known to have died, and the prognosis for the remaining 

cases is considered poor (CDC, 1988). 

In addition to the large number of fully diagnosed AIDS 

cases, the CDC estimates that an additional 1.0 to 1.4 million 

individuals are infected with HIV and are asymptomatic 

carriers of the virus (1987). Several studies reported at the 

Third International Conference on AIDS, held June 1-5, 1987, 

in Washington, D. C., conf irmed the growing concern of the 

medical profession about the long-term implications for this 

large group of infected individuals, since it is now believed 

that the HIV virus will eventually cause disease symptoms in 

the vast majority of infected persons (Volberding, 1987). 

Longitudinal studies conducted by George Rutherford (1987) and 

associates at the San Francisco Department of Public Health, 

following a cohort of HIV positive subjects for seven years, 

concluded that only 22% of the group were entirely symptom

free of AIDS related problems after 88 months of infection. 

A similar study at Children's Hospital of San Francisco, 

conducted by William Lang (1987) and associates, found 

evidence of immunologic disease progression in 80% of a group 

of HIV positive individuals followed for approximately three 

years. 
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Although a few noticeable changes in epidemiology have 

occurred in the last eight years, the ,two groups at highest 

risk for contracting AIDS in the u.S. are still homosexual or 

bisexual men and intravenous drug users (IVDU's). More 

recently, however, an increasing number of AIDS cases have 

been reported in persons with the genetic disorder hemophilia, 

in recipients of blood transfusions, and in children; even 

more cases have been attributed strictly to heterosexual 

contact (Appendix A). According to James Curran (1988), 

Director of the AIDS Program for the CDC, while comparing the 

percentage increase in AIDS among homosexual men for the years 

1985 through 1986, he found a 50% increase, compared to 82% 

for bisexual men, 63% for heterosexual men, and 77% for 

heterosexual women. Many of these men and women may have been 

IV drug users. Among the cases of heterosexual men and women, 

an increase of over 130% were cases attributed to heterosexual 

contact without any other known risk factor. 

Since the original AIDS cases were reported in 1981, the 

CDC has used "risk group" labels or transmission categories 

as a means of reporting AIDS epidemiologically. These 

categories are not clearly defined in terms of sexuality, 

although implied in some group labels, but instead reflect 

sociological risk groups in the population for which AIDS has 

become a significant medical problem. Thus, rather than 

reporting AIDS cases as being "homosexual orientation," 
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"heterosexual orientation," or "bisexual orientation, " CDC 

instead reports cases using a mix of subject terminology, such 

as "homosexual/bisexual," 111 intravenous (IV) drug abuser 

(heterosexual implied)," " hem<.')philiac (heterosexual implied)" 

with Uheterosexual cases" used only if the source of 

transmission was heterosexual (Appendix A). This misleading 

use of sexual terminology for only one of the transmission 

categories may cause the increasing number of heterosexuals 

diagnosed with AIDS, who presumably transmit HIV to other 

heterosexuals, to be lost in the statistical reporting of the 

epidemiology of this health crisis. An alternative 

distribution of AIDS cases exclusively by sexual orientation 

is found in Table 2, using 18% of the CDC homosexual/bisexual 

transmission category as a bisexual estimate (Curran, 1985). 

The epidemiology of AIDS along sexual preference lines appears 

closer ·to a 60% to 40% division between (1) exclusive 

homosexual cases and (2) all heterosexual cases aggregated 

with bisexuals. This alignment of bisexual and heterosexual 

cases is due to the potential spread of HIV via these bisexual 

individuals as vectors for HIV transmission into the general 

population (padian,1987). The public health reaction to a 

revelation that 43% of all reported AIDS cases are not 

diagnosed of exclusive homosexuals would likely be different 

than from reports indicating only 5 percent of AIDS cases 

being heterosexual contact with infected partners. 
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The National Academy of Sciences and the Institute of 

Medicine's comprehensive 1986 report on AIDS states that "the 

most effective measure for significantly reducing the spread 

of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection is 

education. .• especially those individuals at higher risk" 

(U.S.,1986). Today, anyone who is sexually active with 

multiple partners without barrier protection (condoms) and 

without knowledge of their partners' sexual past or potential 

use of illicit substances are at high risk along with IV drug 

users and homosexual 

(Conant, 1986). The 

or bisexual risk group individuals 

seriousness of this mandate of the 

National Academy of Science is obvious when one recognizes 

that in addition to the number of reported cases of fully 

diagnosed AIDS, there are also an estimated 50,000 to 125,000 

cases of individuals showing signs of lesser infection that 

are AIDS related conditions (ARC), and possibly another '1.0 

to 1.5 million individuals who are asymptomatic carriers of 

the HIV virus (CDC, 1987). 

Current medical understanding of the dynamics of HIV 

transmission have established that among adults HIV is 

primarily, a sexually transmitted disease (STD); secondarily, 

transmitted by shared needles of IV drug users; and thirdly, 

transmitted by blood transfusion or contaminated blood 

products, such as Factor VIII and IX, used by hemophiliacs 

(CDC, 1982). Among children, HIV virus can be transmitted 
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from a mother to her unborn child, after birth via breast 

feeding, and also from use of contaminated blood components 

and blood transfusions (Rubenstein, 1883, ziegler, 1985). 

One might examine the rate of HIV serum prevalence found 

in the first 300,000 U.S. military recruits tested for HIV as 

part of a pre-induction screening program as a touchstone for 

the degree of HIV infection in certain age groups in the 

general population, reflected in Table 1 (Redfield, 1988): 

Table 1. Military recruits' rate of HIV infection by age 

AGE # HIV positive 

Below 18 
18 
19 
20 

21 to 25 
Above 25 

(per 1,000 tested) 

.2 

.4 

.8 
1.1 
2.5 
4.4 

As can be observed from this military recruitment data, HIV 

infection increases with age and corresponding level of sexual 

acti vi ty, and it is well documented that sexual acti vi ty among 

adolescents increases with age (Zelnik, 1980). Based on the 

current knowledge about the cause and course of HIV infection 

resul ting in overt symptoms, many medical researchers now 

believe that approximately 22% of AIDS patients may have been 

exposed to HIV before the age of 21, as adolescents beginning 

to exploring their new-found sexuality (Kibrick, 1988). 
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Medical experts at the 2nd National AIDS Conference, held 

in San Francisco, California, the week of September 28th, 

1988, emphasized the fact that most adolescents in the u.S. 

are not taking seriously the educational efforts being 

directed towards them regarding their vulnerability to AIDS. 

Minori ty groups, in particular, have a very disproportionately 

high incidence of STD' sand, as a consequence, greater 

exposure to HIV and AIDS (Sokal, 1988). Many experts believe 

that the two factors contributing most to this problem of AIDS 

in adolescents are (1) their newly found sexuality, and (2) 

increased experimentation with ~llicit substances that may 

affect judgment (Shafer, 1988). 

Surveys confirm that adolescents are generally lacking 

basic information about both HIV infection and early sexuality 

that might promote changes in their sexual behavior. Thus, 

the pregnancy rate for 15-19 year old girls in the u.S. is one 

in every ten girls, the highest rate in the western world. 

This is twice the rate for the same age group in Canada, 

Sweden, and England, and seven times the rate for the 

Netherland~ (Kibrick, 1988). 

Experimentation with alcohol, marijuana, and other 

illicit drugs by adolescents may relate to risk-taking 

behaviors that account for this age group having the only 

increase in mortality from 1960 to 1980, compared to a 

decrease for all other age groups. Accidents, homicide, and 
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suicide account for 75% of adolescent mortality. This risk

taking behavior may also explain adolescents' apparent lack 

of concern about AIDS (Shafer, 1988). 

The problem of youth and AIDS is viewed with such alarm 

that the u.S. Surgeon General in his 1986 report on AIDS 

called for education programs regarding AIDS in all U. S. 

schools, and formal education guidelines were subsequently 

issued by the CDC in January, 1988. 

The purpose of the present study is to examine methods 

currently being used for educating adolescents regarding AIDS 

and other health problems, evaluating their effect on the 

target populations. More specifically, this study will 

attempt to evaluate the use of non-didactic techniques in 

formal AIDS presentations for adolescents, assessing the 

usefulness of such materials as a sUbstitute or adjunct to 

existing methods of AIDS education and curriculum development 

for adolescents. 
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

The specter of AIDS as a modern global epidemic worse 

than the "black death" of the 18th century has the scientific 

community still evaluating its strategies for fighting this 

terrible disease. No effective cure or treatment for AIDS has 

been achieved since the first cases were reported in 1981. 

According to Robert Gallo, one of the discoverers of the HIV 

virus, at a recent lecture at the Arizona Cancer Center (1988, 

December), " ••• the more we learn about this virus, the more 

insidious and perplexing we find it to be." Thus, preventing 

new cases of HIV infection has become the focus for 

controlling the spread of AIDS, especially among young adults 

and adolescents who have not yet initiated sexual activity and 

who have fewer partners likely to have been exposed to the HIV 

virus (Koop, 1987). 

To arrive at a better unde~standing of this prevention 

task will require the examination and understanding of the 

complexity of the issues surrounding AIDS and the education 

of adolescents in our society regarding their vulnerability 

to this fatal disease. 

AIDS Epidemiology 

In early 1981, Michael Gottlieb and associates at 

u . C. L. A. Medical Center treated several young homosexual males 
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suffering from Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia. These patients 

were unusual in that they were lacking any underlying cause 

for their illness, compared to others with immune dysfunction 

attributable to cancer, immunosuppressive drugs, or other 

illness (CDC, 1981). The drug used to treat this rare malady 

was pentamidine isethionate, an experimental product regulated 

by the CDC, who in the previous twelve years had only two 

requests for its use to treat P. carinii pneumonia of unknown 

etiology. Five similar requests for pentamidine in a single 

year (1981) alerted the CDC to the beginning of this epidemic, 

later to be called the Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome, 

or AIDS (Heyward, 1988). 

At the same time in 1981 the CDC began to receive an 

increase in reports of an unusual form of cancer, known as 

Kaposi's sarcoma, in young homosexual males living in New 

York and California. This form of cancer was previously seen 

mostly in elderly men of Mediterranean ancestry, but not in 

young men in their 20' sand 30' s. Some of the Kaposi's 

patients had also been diagnosed with P. carinii pneumonia, 

so the AIDS syndrome began to incorporate Kaposi's sarcoma 

and other unusual opportunistic infections and cancers, such 

as Burkett's lymphoma, toxoplasmosis, cytomegalovirus (CMV) 

and other unusual manifestations of an underlying defective 

immune system (Mildvan, 1982, Friedman-Kien, 1982). 

Initially, persons with severe opportunistic infections 
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usually met full CDC criteria for diagnosis of AIDS, while 

less severe infections were originally called AIDS Related 

Complex (ARC), since they may have been caused by other 

maladies (CDC, 1987). At this stage of discovery many media 

references to AIDS discussed the illness as the "gay plague" 

since no real cause had been identified and most afflicted 

individuals were homosexual males (Clarke, 1987). 

An epidemiologic study conducted in 1982 by the CDC of 

the first 19 AIDS cases in Los Angeles resulted in information 

crucial to an understanding of how AIDS was transmitted, as 

described by Heyward and Curran (1988): 

•.. data were obtained on the sexual partners of 13 
of the first 19 cases of AIDS among homosexual men 
in the Los Angeles area. within five years before 
the onset of their symptoms, nine of them had 
sexual contact with people who later developed 
Kaposi's sarcomas or P. carinii pneumonia. The 
nine were also linked to another 40 AIDS cases in 
10 different cities .•. investigation of these 40 
cases indicated that 20 percent of the initial AIDS 
cases in the u.S. were linked through sexual 
contact a statistical clustering that was 
extremely unlikely to have occurred by chance. 

Within months of the L.A. study, it also became apparent 

to CDC that other modes of transmission for AIDS were 

possible. In July, 1982, several hemophiliacs, as well as 

several IV drug users who shared needles were diagnosed with 

PCP pneumonia. Also, PCP cases in increasing numbers were 

being reported among blood transfusion recipients traced to 

AIDS infected donors, leading the CDC (1982) to conclude that 

the causative agent for AIDS could not only be transmitted 
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sexually but also via blood products. In early 1983, it was 

confirmed that two heterosexual partners of IV drug users had 

contracted AIDS, indicating that heterosexual, as well as 

homosexual transmission of the causative agent for AIDS, was 

also possible (Masur, 1982). 

Thus, what was first identified in the u.S. as the "gay 

plague" became a more widespread illness affecting IV drug 

users," hemophiliacs, blood transfusion recipients, and 

heterosexual partners of any of the above. Pediatric blood 

transfusion or blood product recipients and children born to 

IV drug users became the last tragic category on this list 

(Appendix A). Fortunately no evidence of transmission by 

food, water, insect bites, or non-sexual contact between AIDS 

patients and their care givers or immediate family has yet 

been reported to CDC (1989). 

For almost the first six years of this epidemic most news 

reports cited the CDC data (1986) that 73% of cases were 

homosexuals, 17% were IV drug users, and 10% were all other 

cases combined. It was not until late in 1986 that it was 

first reported that 5% of all AIDS cases were due to 

heterosexual transmission without any other known risk group 

association. 

Today, more than eight years after this health crisis 

began, AIDS is still not perceived as an epidemic belonging 

to everyone in society. In the words of Walter F. Batchelor 



(1988), a Boston university social scientist: 

.•• AIDS has grown from an unknown but interesting 
syndrome of illness into a worldwide and 
devastating epidemic. It has taxed the limits of 
our health care delivery and financing systems,our 
public health structures, and our human compassion. 
Its link to homosexuality and IV drug use in the 
united states has brought about a disturbing 
backlash; many public officials, journalists, and 
moralists would sooner let the victims die than 
extend to them the treatment and services they 
deserve as human beings. 
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Although AIDS was discovered in the u.s. due to a cluster 

of homosexual patients suffering an uncommon pulmonary 

disease, the AIDS epidemic has not been shown to be a North 

American phenomenon. Since development of an HIV antibody 

testing procedure by Gallo et al. in 1984, detection of HIV 

infected individuals has become easier than with previous 

techniques of evaluating clinical symptoms for AIDS. World 

wide HIV antibody testing of select population samples is a 

more accurate measure of confirming what World Health 

organization (WHO) researchers consider to be the AIDS 

IIpandemic ll than awaiting the counts of new AIDS cases that may 

be affected by nonrecognition of symptoms, non-reporting for 

various reasons, or lack of medical attention in rural areas. 

By late 1988, the WHO had received reports from over sixty 

different countries, indicating that AIDS is a world pandemic, 

rather than an American tragedy (Mann, 1988). 

The severity of the problem in African countries is well 

documented by WHO's Global AIDS Program investigator, Jonathan 



Mann (1988), as follows: 

In many of the urban centers of the Congo, Rwanda, 
Tanzania, Uganda, Zaire, and Zambia from 5 to 20 
percent of the sexually active age-group has 
already been infected with HIV. Rates of 
infection among some prostitute groups range from 
27 percent in Kinshasa, Zaire, to 66 percent in 
Nairobi, Kenya, and 88 percent in Butare, Rwanda. 
Close to half of all patients in the medical wards 
of hospitals in those cities are currently infected 
with HIV. So are from 10 to 25 percent of the 
women of childbearing age, and that will mean an 
increase in child mortality by at least 25 percent; 
the gains achieved with difficulty by child
survival programs over the past two decades may be 
nullified. By the early 1990's the total adult 
mortality rate in these urban areas will have been 
doubled or tripled by AIDS. 
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The pattern of HIV infection in most African countries, 

the Caribbean, and increasingly, many Latin American 

countries, reveals a 1: 1 ratio for male and female cases, 

compared to a 10:1 or 15:1 male to female ratio in the U.S. 

and many European countries. This equality of HIV infection 

rate between the sexes in many countries, as well as the 

pattern of transmission among heterosexual IV drug users in 

the U. S. indicates that HIV is more prevalent only where 

access to infected partners is more readily available (Curran, 

1985). 

In Africa, the HIV epidemic is considered an urban 

problem that has not yet reached rural areas where most of 

the population resides. In the U.S., HIV is considered a 

homosexual/IV drug user problem that has not yet reached the 

heterosexual majority of the nation (Mann, 1988). But in the 
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inner cities of major metropolitan areas, such as Baltimore, 

Maryland, in 1989 the situation is not that much different 

from what epidemiologists observed in Zaire, in 1983, where 

heterosexual transmission of HIV was very high among the poor 

and disadvantaged (Quinn, 1989). This situation leads many 

to wonder whether U.S. inner cities are just several years 

behind heavily infected cities in Africa. 

AIDS Etiology 

AIDS is the end-stage illness expressed in persons having 

a chronic infection with an organism identified by researchers 

in 1983-84 as only the third member of a class of unique human 

retroviruses (Fauci, 1984). These viruses carry Ribonucleic 

Acid (RNA) as their genetic material rather than 

Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA), and are named for their ability 

to transfer their genetic RNA into a host cell's DNA, which 

is the reverse (retro) of the normal process, giving 

retroviruses their name (Coffin, 1987). 

Retroviruses have been isolated from all types of 

vertebrates, as well as insects and lower life forms. 

However, retroviruses are most frequently associated with 

mammalian and avian diseases that are considered degenerative, 

malignant, or immunologic. Among humans, a form of T-cell 

leukemia is caused by a retrovirus named the Human T-cell 

Leukemia Virus (HTLV) (Poiesz, 1981). According to Coffin 

(1987), in addition to being transmitted from host to host 
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inefficiently because of an inherent fragility, most 

retroviruses 

••• are characterized by latency periods measured in 
months to years. Such long latent periods are 
clearly what one would expect for a virus whose 
major modes of transmission are either vertical or 
via intimate contact, since a virus which killed 
its host before it could be transmitted would not 
survive very long in nature. 

As early as 1911 retroviruses were identified as the 

cause of chicken sarcomas in laboratory experiments using cell 

free filtrates (Rous, 1911), and also the cause of naturally 

occurring cat leukemia (Jarrett, 1964). 

Robert Gallo and associates at the National Cancer 

Institute (NCI) approached the early study of retroviruses 

from a 'different perspective. It was observed that although 

retroviruses were found in abundance in infected animal cells 

and cancerous tissue, they had not been similarly found in 

humans suffering from leukemia. Gallo and associates at NCI 

began a search for evidence of a chemical enzyme, reverse 

transcriptase (RT), which is found in all retroviruses and is 

essential to the manufacture of new RNA virions (Davis, 1973). 

By 1980, the NCI 's study of RT and the development of 

specialized cell culture lines from leukemia patients resulted 

in the verification that human T-cell leukemia was caused by 

a retrovirus, named HTLV-I. A second T-cell retrovirus, HTLV-

II, was discovered at NCI in 1982 (Wong-Staal, 1985). 
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Gallo's research team observed that AIDS patients 

suffered a significant depletion of T4 (helper) cells, the 

same group of peripheral blood cells infected by HTLV-I and 

HTLV-II; and that the organism was also transmitted in blood 

filtrates, such as the Factor VIII and IX used by hemophiliacs 

(CDC, 1982). By late 1983, using the same cell culture 

techniques and RT lab studies, the NCI group discovered HTLV

III (Sarngadharan, 1987). Concurrently, Luc Montagnier and 

associates at the Pasteur Institute in Paris isolated the same 

virus from swollen and infected lymphatic tissue and they 

named the organism Lymphadenopathy Virus or LAV. The confusion 

of referring to the same virus as HTLV-III/LAV resulted in an 

international scientific panel renaming the organism as the 

Human Immunodeficiency Virus or HIV (Gallo, 1988). 

It is now understood that a chronic infection with this 

HIV retrovirus causes the eventual destruction of T4 (helper) 

cells, regulators of the human immune system, resulting in 

life-threatening opportunistic infections that are 

characteristically associated with full-blown AIDS (Fauci, 

1984) • 

Course of Infection 

The Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) can be transmitted 

from infected to uninfected individuals in one of three 

methods: (1) exchange of body fluids during sexual 

intercourse, (2) blood to blood, by sharing needles or using 
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contaminated blood products, and (3) perinatal infection, from 

infected mother to her child (CDC, 1989). 

Upon gaining entry to the uninfected host, HIV virions 

oirculate in the peripheral blood until they locate a T4 cell, 

macrophage, monocyte, or somatic cell having a CD4 surface 

molecule that is used as an entry site (Dalgleish, 1984). The 

HIV then binds itself to the CD4 receptor and injects its 

double strand RNA core into the host cell, along with reverse 

transcriptase, the enzyme needed to convert the double strands 

of RNA into a single strand of DNA. Once converted, the viral 

DNA is then integrated into the host cell's own DNA genetic 

material. This DNA "provirus" can remain latent, giving no 

sign of its presence, but as infected cells divide and 

multiply, all new generations of the infected cells will carry 

the HIV genetic material indefinitely in the host (Haseltine, 

1988). 

At some later time, possibly due to immune stimulation, 

the provirus DNA will commandeer cellular mechanisms to create 

new RNA strands that are assembled into new virions that bud 

from the host cell's surface. This budding process may occur 

slowly, over many months, or so rapidly that the infected T4 

cells are ruptured and destroyed. Newly released virions are 

able to spread HIV infection to additional healthy T4 cells, 

macrophages, monocytes and somatic cells having CD4 receptors 

(Haseltine, 1988). 
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The process of HIV autoinfection wi thin the host may 

proceed for a period of several years until all or most 

healthy T4 cells, which regulate the host's immune system, 

are destroyed or non-functional (Fauci,1984). Recent evidence 

indicates that this process of autoinfection may eventually 

spread into the bone marrow, where progenitor cells generate 

new T-cells and B-cells. At this stage of infection, not only 

are circulating T4 cells actively destroyed, but there may 

also be a halt in the production of new T4 cells normally 

generated from the host's bone marrow (Fettner, 1988). 

Longitudinal studies of HIV infected individuals indicate 

that over a period of time almost all HIV infected persons 

will become symptomatic, and the majority will experience 

symptoms within a mean of eight years from date of infection 

(Liu, 1988). 

Since 1981, almost 100,000 cases of AIDS and over 500,000 

cases of AIDS Related Condition (ARC) have provided clinical 

data regarding symptoms associated with the various stages and 

degree of immune dysfunction caused by long-term HIV 

infection. As a consequence, a standardized system for 

evaluating the human immune system was developed by the u.S. 

Army and adapted by the Department of Defense for military 

and civilian use (Redfield, 1986). This "Walter Reed Staging 

Classification for HIV Infection" involves seven progressive 

stages ranging from HIV antibody negative individuals with 
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high risk contact (stage WRO), to the opposite extreme of HIV 

antibody posi ti ve individuals having opportunistic infections f 

abnormally low T4 cell counts, and associated clini(;lt.'tl 

symptoms (stage WR6) (Appendix C). 

While many patients may experience all of the specific 

Walter Reed stages, it is generally recognized by clinicians 

that HIV is a chronic, progressive illness that starts with 

an acute infection that causes mononucleosis-like symptoms 

that may last a few days, or weeks (Volberding, 1987). Next, 

the patient experiences several years of the asymptomatic 

phase of the disease, marked by slow but persistent immune 

deterioration, with no clinical evidence other than persistent 

generalized lymphadenopathy (swollen glands). At a point 

where T4 cells have become diminished significantly, chronic 

but non-life-threatening symptoms occur that many physicians 

describe as AIDS Related Conditions (ARC). Finally, severe 

immune deterioration results in a variety of opportunistic 

infections, malignancies, Kaposi's sarcoma, and neurological 

disturbances that are life-threatening and evidence of full

blown AIDS (Volberding, 1988). 

Adolescents and AIDS 

At the end of June, 1989, almost 100,000 AIDS cases had 

been reported to the CDC for the entire u.S. The adolescent 

age group, 13 to 19 years of age, represented only 389 cases, 

or 0.4 percent of the total, while the 20 to 29 year age group 
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was represented by 20,545 cases, or 20.6 percent (Appendix D). 

With an estimated eight year mean time from infection until 

symptoms appear for most HIV infected individuals, it is 

presumed that a large number of this young adult age group 

were infected during their adolescent years (Liu, 1988). The 

sharp contrast between the number of actual AIDS cases for 

these two age groups lead many professionals to believe that 

adolescents, as a group, warrant serious consideration for 

specific HIV prevention and educational "risk reduction" 

programs (Kibrick, 1988). 

According to specialists in Adolescent Medicine, to 

better understand the task of HIV education for this age 

group, 

..• it is necessary, first to comprehend the 
characteristics of the youth population to be 
served: second, to have knowledge of the prevalence 
of risk-taking behaviors ••• third, to acquire the 
expertise in early identification of youth at risk 
for such behaviors: and fourth, to be able to 
institute an intervention plan which will prevent 
or modify high-risk behaviors... (Shafer, et aI, 
1988) 

Minority group individuals, especially Hispanics and 

blacks, have a disproportionate representation in the number 

of AIDS cases reported to CDC (Appendix D). Over 20,000 young 

adults between 20 and 29 years of age were diagnosed by June 

30, 1989, with minority individuals accounting for 46.7 

percent of this age group. The same disproportionate 

representation exists for minority groups compared to white 
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military applicants who were tested for HIV antibody as part 

of routine medical screening prior to induction. Although 

Hispanics and blacks are over-represented in the study, the 

numbers of HIV positive individuals for each group is 

approximately 0.1 percent for whites, 0.25 percent for 

Hispanics, and 0.4 percent for blacks (Appendix E). 

For the 20 to 29 year age group, almost three times as 

many minority women have been diagnosed with AIDS compared to 

their whi te , non-Hispanic counterparts (Appendix D) . 

significantly, the AIDS data for minorities reflect a 

disproportionate case load with estimates by some that almost 

half of our country's adolescents will belong to a minority 

group by 1990, with Latino and Asian youth accounting for the 

largest number of the increasing adolescent population 

(Schafer, 1988). 

According to an AIDS staff paper from the Office of 

Technology Assessment of the u.S. Congress, teenagers engage 

in both sex and drug behaviors that can transmit HIV virus. 

As an example, they cite that teenagers acquire more than one

quarter of the annual 20 million cases of sexually transmitted 

diseases (U • S • Congress I 1988). Surveys of adolescents 

indicate that few students are changing their sexual activity 

because of the fear of AIDS, and of those who have changed, 

the changes are not necessarily effective. Of particular 

concern are adolescents at high risk for HIV infection due to 
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a history of sexually transmitted disease and involvement in 

prostitution or drug abuse (DeClemente, 1987). 

A study of more than 800 adolescents in.1986 found that 

54 percent reported no concern over the possibility of 

contracting AIDS, and 38 percent were only "somevlhat" or "a 

little" concerned about this possibility (strunin,1987). 

Compared to an earlier study of adolescent attitudes and 

beliefs conducted in San Francisco by DiClemente, et al. 

(1986), these figures represented an increase in the number 

of adolescents who were not concerned about contracting HIV 

infection. 

Recent data presented at the Society for Adolescent 

Medicine's annual meeting held in San Francisco, from March 

19-21, 1989, focused upon the growing evidence that "problem 

behaviors" among young people, such as teen pregnancy, drug 

abuse and delinquency, are due to economic difficulties and 

a very pessimistic view of the future, and not necessarily 

due to peer pressure or perceptions of invulnerability to 

disease (Kirn,1989). 

Educational Objectives 

C. Everett Koop, Surgeon General of the U.S., recognized 

as a singular although frequently outspoken leader in efforts 

to stimulate public discussion about AIDS, was quoted in the 

Health Magazine of The Washington Post (1987, March 24) saying 

"until we find a vaccine or cure, the only way to stop the 
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spread of AIDS is through education." Dr. Koop further stated 

in this interview that he was " ••. Surgeon General of the 

heterosexuals and the homosexuals, of the young and the old, 

of the moral or the immoral, the married and the unmarried. 

I don't have the luxury of deciding which side I want to be 

on. II Instead of just making speeches and granting interviews, 

Dr. Koop mailed his report Understanding AIDS to every 

household in the country in the spring of 1988. 

By the end of 1987, six years after the initial AIDS 

cases were reported, and three international AIDS conferences 

later, the President's Domestic Policy Council adopted 

guidelines for AIDS education that were approved by the 

President (CDC, 1988). These guidelines state: 

Despite intensive research efforts, prevention is 
the only effective AIDS control strategy at 
present. Thus, there should be an aggressive 
Federal effort in AIDS education. 

The scope and content of the school portion of this 
AIDS education effort should be locally determined 
and should be consistent with parental values. 

The Federal role should focus on developing and 
conveying accurate health information on AIDS to 
the educators and others, not mandating a specific 
school curriculum on this subject ••. 

Any health information developed by the Federal 
Government that will be used for education should 
encourage responsible sexual behavior-based on 
fidelity, commitment, and maturity, placing 
sexuality within the context of marriage. 

Any health information provided by the Federal 
Government that might be used in schools should 
teach that children should not engage in sex and 
should be used with the consent and involvement of 
parents. 
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consistent with these principles, a published set of 

educational guidelines (CDC, 1988) sets forth objectives for 

young people who have not engaged in sexual intercourse and 

who have not used illicit drugs, to continue their abstinence 

from these behaviors. Those who have engaged in sexual 

intercourse or who have injected illicit drugs will be 

encouraged to stop engaging in sexual acti vi ty until marriage, 

or to terminate illicit drug use. For young people unwilling 

to adopt behaviors that would eliminate their risk of becoming 

infected, it is recommended that school systems consult with 

local health departments and parent groups to encourage 

preventive behaviors that include: (1) avoiding sexual 

activity with HIV infected individuals, or those persons 

having unknown HIV status; (2) using latex condoms if sexually 

active; (3) seeking treatment for drug abuse; (4) not sharing 

needles or drug paraphernalia; and (5) seeking HIV counseling 

and testing if infection is suspected~ 

Specific age appropriate curriculum material is included 

in the guidelines to assure that students understand basic 

concepts before being exposed to more advanced topics on HIV 

infection and AIDS (CDC,1988). 

According to the congressional Office of Technology 

Assessment, school-based AIDS programs have increased the 

knowledge level of adolescents regarding the risks of HIV 

infection, but the impact of that knowledge on changes in risk 
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behaviors has not yet been assessed. Evaluation of a similar 

program in sexuality education, having the same goals as AIDS 

education, namely the red~ction or modification of adolescent 

sexual activity, has shown little measurable impact '",' 

behaviors and attitudes regarding sexuality (U.s. Congress, 

1988). 

Problems with meeting AIDS educational objectives can be 

as diverse as the Federal "Helms" amendment, which forbids 

funding AIDS programs that "promote or encourage, directly, 

homosexual or heterosexual activity or intravenous drug use." 

Some individuals might also debate whether discussing condoms 

with adolescents promotes sexuality or promotes AIDS 

prevention. various state-level restrictions on these kinds 

of educational programs require that schools (1) stress only 

sexual abstinence until marriage; (2) allow parents to exclude 

their children from programs dealing with sex or AIDS. Other 

restrictions may hinder or prevent professional educators from 

disseminating effective AIDS prevention materials (Gostin, 

1989) • 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHOD 

Subjects 

Subjects for this investigation were provided from a 

group of participants in a class on "Religion, Apologetics, 

and Ethics" at a private high school in Southern Arizona. All 

students at the school are required to complete this course 

during their junior or senior year, and the department 

sponsoring the course was very supportive of this study. A 

total of 233 students in eight classes constituted the study 

group, of which approximately 45 percent were female, and 55 

percent were male. Attempts to enroll public school students 

for comparison to the private school group were met with 

resistance in all school districts in the area for a variety 

of legitimate reasons. 

Since eight classes were involved, each with 

approximately thirty students, classes were randomized to one 

of three different groups: Treatment-A, Treatment-B, or 

Control (no treatment). Thus, treatment groups A and Beach 

had three classes, or approximately 90 subjects each, and the 

control group had two classes, totaling almost 60 sUbjects. 

All study subjects participated both voluntarily and 

anonymously. Approximately five students out of eight classes 

elected to waive participation. 
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Treatment 

Two different approaches to delivery of AIDS information 

were compared in this investigation. Data were collected only 

after implementation of the two different treatment films for 

two groups and were also collected from a control group. Data 

collected from the control group were used to assess baseline 

AIDS knowledge, attitudes, and beliefs for the age group 

without benefits of treatment. 

Both treatment techniques used award-winning video 

presentations depicting AIDS problems, issues, and 

information. Each film was between 20 and 30 minutes in 

length. The first film used a conventional didactic approach 

for presentation of factual health information regarding AIDS. 

The first video was produced by Churchill Films in cooperation 

with the UCLA AIDS Center and the AIDS project of Los Angeles; 

it carries the title "AIDS - What Everyone Needs to Know 

(Revised) ." This video won a First Prize for films about AIDS 

at the John Muir Medical Film Festival in 1987. 

The second film has the title "Suzi's Story," a video 

produced in Australia by Home Box Office (HBO) and Pro Image 

Productions, Inc. On April 15, 1989, it received a George 

Foster Peabody Award for journalistic excellence as an AIDS 

education film. This poignant film explores the most 

important areas of AIDS information and issues while following 
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the life of Suzi, who was infected with the AIDS virus by a 

sexual partner before her marriage. Suzi subsequently gave 

birth to a son who was infected with the AIDS virus. This 

story examines the impact of AIDS on the life of this typical 

family unit, both graphically and poignantly, without 

resorting to Uscare" tactics or preaching about AIDS. 

The Churchill film has been used for two years in local 

area high schools as an AIDS education film; it is exceptional 

in its treatment of the subject matter. However, after 

viewing this film, many students in group discussions 

expressed opinions that: ( 1 ) AIDS could not affect them 

because they were not gay or they did not use intravenous 

drugs; and (2) AIDS might be contracted from kissing or by 

donating blood. These common misconceptions revealed that a 

large percentage of students were listening to the didactic 

presentations in a detached manner and were missing many of 

the key messages in the film. 

The use of Suzi's Story was intended to involve and 

engross the observers in the pathos and tragedy surrounding 

a typical, vibrant young woman, her child, and family 

revealing the effect that AIDS, which she acquired through a 

sexual encounter, had on her family unit. It was hoped that 

this personalization of an individual with AIDS, as a normal 

heterosexual woman with a young child, would leave observers 

with an understanding of AIDS being a sexually transmitted 
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disease that sexually active young adults should be aware of 

and concerned about. 

In summary, the Churchill film uses a didactic health 

education model for teaching about AIDS. The patients in this 

film are predominantly male, and hidden in shadows to protect 

their identity, thus presumed by many to be homosexual or 

intravenolls drug users. The message is clearly one of "doom 

and gloom" regarding the tragic consequences of AIDS. By 

comparison, Suzi's story follows a heterosexual female AIDS 

patient and her family through the positive day-to-day 

struggles with this fatal illness. Family members in Suzi's 

human interest story express their fears, hopes, and 

determination to fight their AIDS tragedy. 

Instrument 

A national self report questionnaire dealing with AIDS 

knowledge, attitudes, and beliefs (KAB) was edited for use in 

this investigation. The original protocol, designed by Lee 

Strunin, Ph. D., and Ralph Hingson, Sc. D., at the Boston 

University School of Public Health, was used for random and 

anonymous telephone interviews of adolescents in the Boston 

area in 1986. This survey is frequently cited as a current 

reflection of adolescent perceptions of AIDS and HIV in the 

U. S. today. The version used in this investigation was edited 

by a local school district's research advisory council to 
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eliminate questions that might be considered inappropriate, 

embarrassing, or overly sensitive for classroom 

administration. Additional questions pertaining to issues of 

local interest and demographics were added as an addendum to 

the original (edited) questionnaire. A total of 48 questions 

comprised the survey, primarily worded as forced-choice 

questions, with seven open-ended questions. The amount of time 

needed to complete the questionnaire was approximately ten 

minutes, allowing for administration of the survey immediately 

after showing the appropriate film in class, and prior to any 

discussion of the films. 

Data Analysis 

An analysis of survey data collected from participants 

in this study will compare treatment groups (Churchill, and 

Suzi's story) with the non-treatment group (Control) to 

determine if differences exist, and whether they are due to 

chance or to a specific treatment. The statistical procedure 

selected for this comparison of actual survey response 

frequencies, with the expected frequencies attributable to 

random chance, utilizes the chi-square test. Questions 
~ 

reflecting adolescents' knowledge, attitudes, and beliefs 

about AIDS will compare actual and expected results by sex 

for treatment groups compared to a control group. 



Hypotheses 

The issue of AIDS education 

adolescents will be examined by 

hypotheses in the null form: 
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and risk reduction for 

testing the f.ollowing 

1. Adolescents receiving formal classroom 

presentations regarding AIDS will exhibit no significant 

difference on a Knowledge, Attitude and Beliefs (KAB) 

instrument than their peers who did not received formal 

presentations. 

2. Adolescents who received Treatment-A (Churchill 

Film) will exhibit no significant difference on the KAB 

instrument than those who received Treatment-B (Suzi's Story). 

3. Adolescent males will not differ significantly 

from adolescent females for KAB results when examining 

treatment groups compared with the control group. 
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CHAPTER 4 

FINDINGS 

A summary of findings pertaining to the effects of 

experimental treatments on adolescents' knowledge, attitudes, 

and beliefs regarding AIDS is presented in this chapter. 

These findings will also relate to hypotheses discussed in 

earlier chapters. Where possible, comparisons will be made 

with survey results obtained and published by strunin and 

Hingson (1987). The survey instrument used locally is only 

a partial, edited version of the Strunin and Hingson document, 

and is designed to be more appropriate for classroom 

administration. Consequently, it is devoid of any personal 

or sensitive questions dealing with sexual practices that 

might be used to assess behavior patterns of study 

participants. This decision was based upon local school 

district legal policy and research committee recommendations. 

overview of Data Analysis 

The primary focus of this study is to examine whether 

different and easy-to-implement approaches to classroom AIDS 

education will result in significant differences on a survey 

of the participating adolescents' knowledge, attitudes and 

beliefs regarding AIDS. Due to a significant amount of media 

attention regarding AIDS in the last two or three of years, 

this study will compare and contrast data obtained from the 
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different treatment methods with a Control group, reflecting 

the passive acquisition of AIDS information by adolescents in 

our society. Consistent with this approach, two separate data 

analysis schemes are utilized. First, the Control group data 

is examined comparatively with survey results from the 

Strunin-Hingson (1986) study to determine if current 

adolescent perceptions about AIDS are significantly different 

three years after the original study. Secondly, the treatment 

groups are compared with the Control group for evidence of 

differences in the participants' knowledge, attitudes, and 

beliefs regarding AIDS that might be attributable to the film 

interventions. 

Randomization of Subjects to Groups 

Prior to analysis of specific areas of interest 

pertaining to effects of 'treatment on study participants, it 

was considered appropriate to determine if the eight classes 

were randomly assigned to study groups, or if anyone of the 

groups appeared more or less aware of AIDS topics than others. 

This process was conducted by an inter-group comparison of 

several survey questions relating to AIDS background 

information, obtained by discussion of AIDS with family 

members, friends, and with teachers in the classroom. The 

observed data indicates that for each of these questions, the 

greatest average difference between groups was only 3.3 

percentage points. It is therefore presumed that each of the 

---- ----------------- ._----------------
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three study groups, hereafter called Suzi, Churchill, and 

Control, due to the respective treatments, was comprised of 

similar adolescents having the same basic background interest 

and exposure to AIDS information. 

Presentation of Findings 

Control Group with 1986 Data 

Of all teenage respondents in the 1986 Strunin-Hingson 

study, only 45% had discussed the subject of AIDS with their 

parents or family members; 68% had discussed AIDS with 

friends; and 52% were aware of teachers discussing AIDS in 

the classroom. The present study found a significantly higher 

response rate for all three questions in the Control group, 

as well as in the treatment groups. For these same questions, 

the Control group provided a response rate of 67% for family 

discussions, 80% for peer discussions, and 95% for classroom 

discussions about AIDS. This is an increase of 22%, 12% and 

43%, respectively, for these three questions over the 1986 

Strunin-Hingson data. 

,Also, in the original study 8% of respondents were not 

aware that AIDS could be transmitted sexually from male to 

female. In the current study, 100% of the Control group was 

considered knowledgeable about this particular mode of AIDS 

transmission. Other significant changes in basic AIDS 

knowledge are reflected in Tables 2 and 3, which compare 

original strunin-Hingson data with Control group results. 

--------- ----- -----------
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As demonstrated in Table 3, significant movement can be 

observed in the majority of questions relating to mode of AIDS 

transmission, from the 1986 data to the current survey 

results. with one exception, the average change over three 

years was a 14.6 percentage point gain towards a correct 

response, with a range of 2% at the low end, and as much as 

21% at the other. The one exception was a 4% loss for the 

question dealing with tears as a mode of transmission. All 

other negative values in the YES or NO columns reflect 

appropriate movement away from the incorrect responses. In 

only two cases significant movement away from an incorrect 

response was reflected by an increase in the Not Sure category 

rather than the correct response category. These two 

questions deal with (1) sharing of eating and drinking 

utensils, and (2) kissing someone with AIDS on the mouth. 

Regarding their degree of concern over AIDS, the 

adolescents in the current study appear to have a higher level 

of worry about contracting the disease than the Strunin

Hingson group surveyed in 1986. As can be seen from Table 4, 

only 22% of teenagers were more than a little concerned about 

AIDS in 1986, compared to 67% of the Control group in 1989. 

For this same question, current treatment group participants 

were not statistically different than the Control group. 
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Table 2. Knowledge and Beliefs of Adolescents About AIDS 
Transmission (Strunin-Hingson, 1986). 

Mode of Transmission Responses (%) 
Yes No Not sure 

Toilet seats? 14 72 14 
sharing eating or drinking 

utensils w. person w. AIDS? 37 54 9 
Kissing someone w. AIDS on 

the mouth? 57 34 9 
Getting a blood transfusion? 93 5 2 
Giving blood? 60 38 2 
Tears? 19 65 16 
Saliva? 60 31 9 
Semen? 78 12 10 
vaginal fluids? 71 14 15 

Table 3. Knowledge and Beliefs of Adolescents About AIDS 
Transmission (CONTROL Group, 1989). 

Mode of Transmission Responses (% [change] ) 

Toilet seats? 
Sharing eating or drinking 

utensils w. person w. AIDS? 
Kissing someone w. AIDS on 

the mouth? 
Getting a blood transfusion? 
Giving blood? 
Tears? 
Saliva? 
Semen? 
vaginal fluids? 

Yes 

2 (-12) 

5 (-32) 

26 (-31) 
95*( +2) 
48 (-12) 
20 ( +1) 
43 (-17) 
87*( +9) 
89*(+18) 

* = appropriate response 

No Not sure 

93*(+21) 5(-9) 

74*(+20) 21(12) 

51*(+17) 23(14) 
3 ( -2) 2( 0) 

52*(+14) 0(-2) 
61*( -4) 19(+3) 
47*(+16) 10(-1) 

5 ( -7) 8(-2) 
3 (-11) 8(-7) 
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Table 4. 
Level of Worry About AIDS by Year (%) 

1986 1989 

A Great Deal 8 18 
Somewhat 14 ~9 
A Little 24 26 
Not At All 54 7 

Where nearly one quarter (23%) of the teenagers in 1986 

believed someone with AIDS should not be allowed to attend 

school, only 20% of the Control group were in agreement with 

that same position in the present study. In 1986, 57% of 

respondents believed the amount of AIDS information available 

to teenagers was not enough, compared to 73% for this same 

question in 1989. 

Treatment Group Data 

An analysis of the strunin-Hingson survey questions used 

in the present study dealing with AIDS knowledge or beliefs 

(Table 5) resulted in approximately 50% of these questions 

exhibiting statistically significant differences between 

treatment groups and the Control group when using a chi-square 

analysis. Due to the large number of questions appearing to 

have significance, a knowledge score was calculated for each 

study participant, keyed to the correct response for each of 

19 knowledge questions. A correct response added one point 

to the scorel, whereas an incorrect response added nothing. 

This knowledge score was then reduced from a range of total 

values between 8 and 19 to a LOW, MEDIUM, or HIGH value to 

/ 



Table 5. Levels of statistical Significance (.01 or .05) 
for AIDS Knowledge and Belief Questions (1989). 

CHI SQUARE ANALYSIS: 
SUZI 
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Mode of Transmission 
(can you get AIDS from:) 

CHURCHILL SUZI CHURCHILL 

Toilet seats? 

Sharing eating or drinking 
utensils w. person w. AIDS? 

Being in room w. PWA? 

Germs in the air? 

Kissing someone w. AIDS on 
the mouth? 

Sex between a male & female? 

Sex between two males? 

Sex between two females? 

Injecting drugs w. needles? 

Drug use w/o needles? 

Getting a blood transfusion? 

Giving blood? 

Tears? 

Saliva? 

Semen? 

Vaginal fluids? 

Sex as most frequent mode 
of transmission? 

CONTROL CONTROL CONTROL 

.05 .01 

.05 

.01 .01 

.01 

.05 

.05 

.01 .01 .05 

.01 .01 

.01 .01 

.01 .01 

(--) = Not Statistically Significant 
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enable a three by three (3 X 3) chi-square analysis, comparing 

knowledge score (HIGH, MEDIUM, LOW) by treatment type (Suzi, 

Churchill, Control). 

Resul ts of this analysis are shown in Table 6, displ.aying 

a chi-square value of 9.73 (df=4) which is statistically 

significant at the alpha .05 level. An examination of the 

data in Table 6 indicates that both treatments contributed a 

relatively large percentage of subjects (32% and 36%) to the 

High knowledge category, whereas the Control group contributed 

only 21.3%. Likewise, for the Low knowledge category, 

approximately 20% of subjects were contributed by the Control 

group, and only approximately 7% by each of the two treatment 

groups. 

A similar analysis of questions relating to teens' 

attitudes about AIDS and the availability of AIDS information 

resul ted in only two questions out of twelve showing any 

significance while comparing treatment groups Suzi and 

Churchill with the Control group. The first of these two 

questions asked whether someone with AIDS should be allowed 

to go to school. The 3 X 3 chi-square analysis resulted in 

a significant statistic at the .05 level. A similar 2 X 3 

analysis between Suzi and Control resulted in a similar 

statistic that was also significant at the .05 level, while 

a 2 X 3 analysis between Churchill and Control was not 

significant. 



Table 6. Chi Square Contingency Table - Treatment 
(FILM) by Total Knowledge Score. 

Crosstabulation: FILM 

By KNOWLEDGE 

Count ' 
Exp Val I LOW I MEDIUM I HIGH 

Knowledge->Row Pet I I I 
Col Pet, 1.00, 2.00, 3.001 

FILM --------+--------+--------+--------+ 
1 I 6 I 56 I ' 29 I 

SUZI'S STORY I 9.4 I 53.9 I 27.7 I 
I 6.6% I 61.5% I 31.9% I 
, 25.0%, 40.6%, 40.8%, 

CHURCHILL 

CONTROL 

+--------+--------+--------+ 
2 I 6 I 46 I 29 I 

I 8.3 I 48.0 I 24.7 I 
I 7.4% I 56.8% I 35.8% I 
, 25.0%, 33.3%, 40.8%, 
+--------+--------+--------+ 

3 I 12 I 36 I 13 I 
I 6.3 I 36.1 I 18.6 I 
I 19.7% I 59.0% I 21.3% I 
, 50.0%, 26.1%, 18.3%, 

Column 
Total 

+--------+--------+--------+ 
24 138 71 

10.3% 59.2% 30.5% 

Row 
Total 

91 
39.1% 

81 
34.8% 

61 
26.2% 

233 
100.0% 

Chi-Square D.F. significance Min E.F. 

9.73061 4 .0452 6.283 

Cells with E.F. < 5 

None 

Number of Missing Observations = 0 
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The second attitude question yielding a significant 

difference between treatment groups and Control group asked 

whether it was believed the amount of AIDS information 

available to teenagers was sufficient or insufficient. The 

resulting 3 X 3 chi-square was significant at the .01 level, 

while the 2 X 3 analysis was significant at the .05 level 

between Churchill and control, but not significant between 

suzi and Control. Finally, the calculation of an attitude 

score from the twelve attitude questions, and the resulting 

3 X 3 chi-square analysis between HIGH, MEDIUM and LOW 

attitude score and the three treatment groups was not 

statistically significant. 

Since many statistically significant differences were 

observed in the responses of treatment group subjects compared 

to Control subjects, the hypothesis concerning no difference 

between treatment groups and Control (Hypothesis #1) was 

rejected, suggesting that these observed differences were 

caused by the treatments used. Also, since many questions on 

the Knowledge, Attitude, and Beliefs survey were found to be 

significant at the .01 and .05 level for either treatment 

group, but only one question had both treatment groups in 

common, the hypothesis concerning no differences between 

either treatment groups (Hypothesis #2) was rejected, 

suggesting that the observed differences were due to the type 

of treatment, rather than chance. 



Table 7. Levels of statistical significance (.01 or .05) 
for AIDS Knowledge and Attitude Questions, 
Comparing Male and Female Respondents. 

Mode of Transmission 
(Can you get AIDS from:) 

CHI 
SUZI 

CHURCHILL 
NONE 

Sharing eating or drinking 
utensils w. person w. AIDS? .05 

Kissing someone w. AIDS on 
the mouth? 

Sex between two females? 

Saliva 

Semen? 

Vaginal fluids? 

Sex as most frequent mode 
of transmission? 

Allow kids w. AIDS in 
school? 

Amount of AIDS information 
is sufficient? 

.01 

.01 

.01 

.01 

.01 

.01 

.05 

.01 

SQUARE ANALYSIS: 

MALE 
ONLY 

.05 

.01 

.05 

.01 

.01 

.05 

FEMALE 
ONLY 

.01 

.01 

.05 

.05 

(--) = Not Statistically Significant 
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Gender Differences 

An evaluation of gender related differences for all 1989 

survey 9uestions determined to be statistically significant 

are found in Table 7. This table reflects only those 

questions showing significance in the original 3 X 3 chi

square analysis of all knowledge and attitude questions. As 

can be observed, only two questions maintained a high degree 

of significance for both sexes, whereas all other questions 

were statistically significant for only males or females, but 

not both. 

The two questions that were found to express a high (.01) 

level of significance across gender dealt with a similar 

question of whether AIDS can be transmitted (1) by saliva, 

and ( 2) by kissing someone on the mouth who has AIDS. 

Although the questions are similar, they differ in the fact 

that one deals with a person having AIDS, and the other 

pertains to saliva from an individual who might otherwise 

appear healthy. 

An examination of the 3 X 3 chi-square contingency table 

for kissing (Table 8) reveals that the Suzi treatment group 

had 85.7% of its subjects respond correctly with NO to the 

question, compared to only 46.9% and 50.8% for the Churchill 

and Control groups respectively. only 3.3% of the Suzi group 

erroneously responded YES to this question, compared to 

approximately 20% and 26% for the other two groups. 
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The chi-square analysis for the saliva question (Table 

9) is less dramatic in group differences than the kissing 

question, but there appears to be a similarity in the fact 

that the Suzi treatment group had the largest percentage 

(63.7) of subjects selecting the correct NO response, and the 

lowest (12.1) percentage selecting the incorrect YES response. 

The Control group exhibited more incorrect responses than 

expected (42.6%), and the Churchill treatment group had 

expected frequencies that were almost exactly equal to the 

observed frequencies in the chi-square analysis. 

Compared to the 3 X 3 contingency tables for each of 

these two questions that appear significant across gender, 

there were only slight variations in the corresponding chi

square analysis of each question by sex of respondent. The 

kissing question, however, had almost a 30% difference between 

male and female subjects in the Control group for the NO 

response. Where it was observed that 39.4% of the male 

Control group selected NO to kissing as a mode of AIDS 

transmission, only 10.7% of the female subjects responded 

similarly. However, more females (32.1%) gave Not Sure as 

their response to this question than their male counterparts 

(15.2%). 

Likewise, regarding the saliva question, fewer females 

in the Suzi group responded YES to the question (5.0%) than 

did their male counterparts (17.6%). Again, the Not Sure 



Table 8. Chi Square Contingency Table - Treatment 
(FILM) by Question about Kissing a Person 
with AIDS as a means of Transmission. 

Crosstabulation: FILM 
By Q10 (Kissing a Person w. AIDS) 

Count I 

Exp Val IYES I NO INOT SURE I 
Row Pct I I I I 
Col Pct I 1 I 2 I 3 I 

Q10-> 

FILM --------+--------+--------+--------+ 
1 I 3 I 78 I 10 I 

SUZ I 's STORY I 13 . 7 I 57 • 4 I 19 . 9 I 
I 3.3% I 85.7% I 11.0% I 
I 8.6% I 53.1% I 19.6% I 

CHURCHILL 

CONTROL 

+--------+--------+--------+ 
2 I 16 I 38 I 27 I 

I 12.2 I 51.1 I 17.7 I 
I 19.8% I 46.9% I 33.3% I 
I 45.7% I 25.9% I 52.9% I 

+-----~--+--------+--------+ 
3 I 16 I 31 I 14 I 

I 9.2 I 38.5 I 13.4 I 
I 26.2% I 50.8% I 23.0% I 
I 45.7% I 21.1% I 27.5% I 

Column 
Total 

+--------+--------+--------+ 
35 147 51 

15.0% 63.1% 21.9% 

Row 
Total 

91 
39.1% 

81 
34.8% 

61 
26.2% 

233 
100.0% 

Chi-square D.F. significance Min E.F. 

36.65235 4 .0000 9.163 

Cells with E.F. < 5 

None 

Number of Missing Observations = 0 
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Table 9. Chi Square contingency Table - Treatment 
(FILM) by Question about Saliva as a Means 
of Transmission of AIDS. 

Crosstabulation: FILM 
By Q19 (Can saliva transmit AIDS?) 

Count I 
Exp Val 'YES I NO INOT SURE I 

Q19-> Row Pct I I I I Row , , , , 
Col Pct I 1 I 2 I 3 I Total 

FILM ---~----+--------+--------+--------+ 
1 I 11 I 58 I 22 I 91 

SUZI'S STORY I 21.5 I 51.2 I 18.4 I 39.1% , 
12.1% 

, 
63.7% 

, 
24.2% 

, 
I 20.0% I 44.3% I 46.8% I I I I I +--------+--------+--------+ 

2 I 18 I 44 I 19 I 81 
CHURCHILL 

, 
19.1 

, 
45.5 I 16.3 

, 
34.8% I 22.2% I 54.3% I 23.5% I 

I 32.7% 
, 

33.6% 
, 

40.4% 
, 

I I I I +--------+--------+--------+ 
3 I 26 I 29 I 6 I 61 

CONTROL I 14.4 I 34.3 I 12.3 I 26.2% , 
42.6% 

, 
47.5% 

, 
9.8% 

, 
I 47.3% I 22.1% I 12.8% I I I I I +--------+--------+--------+ 

Column 55 131 47 233 
Total 23.6% 56.2% 20.2% 100.0% 

Chi-square D.F. Significance Min E.F. 

20.69634 4 .0004 12.305 

Cells with E.F. < 5 

None 

Number of Missing Observations = 0 

56 

------ ---- ---
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response category had a higher percentage of females (37.5%) 

selecting this response than male subjects (13.7%). 

Of the nine questions determined to be statistically 

significant in the 3 X 3 chi-square analysis, only two 

questions, both relating to kissing and saliva, were common 

to both male and female participants. Due to the fact that 

the majority of questions were observed to be significant for 

males or for females, but not both, the hypothesis concerning 

no difference between the sexes is rejected (Hypothesis #3), 

and it is suggested that sex may play a role in the way 

respondents answered survey questions or in their knowledge 

and attitudes about AIDS. 

Open-Ended Ouestions 

Several open-ended questions were included in the present 

study that allowed flexible and original expression by 

participants. One question, in particular, asked if the 

participants were doing anything to reduce their risk of being 

exposed to AIDS; and if so, what? Between 75% and 81% of the 

three study groups responded in the affirmative, and their 

written responses are summarized in Table 10. Since no group 

differences were observed, treatment group responses were 

combined with the control group and then contrasted with 

similar findings from the 1986 Strunin-Hingson study. 



Table 10. 

Sexual Behavior Changes in Teenagers Due to AIDS Knowledge 

Behavior Change 

More selective of partner 
Careful 
Avoid sex 
Use condoms 
Monogamous 
Prevent fluid transmission 
Ask questions 
Avoid gays 
Reduce type of sexual practice 
Reduce time of sex 
Make sure no AIDS 
Aware of physical change 

1986 (%) 1989 (%) 
n=86 n=169 

35 6 
25 4 
10 46 
10 25 

3 9 
3 0 
3 5 
4 0 
2 0 
1 5 
1 1 
1 0 
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As can be observed from Table 10, there are dramatic 

differences regarding changes in sexual behaviors by 

. adolescents due to knowledge about AIDS, from 1986 to 1989. 

Where selecti vi ty of partner (35%) was the most important 

behavior change in 1986, avoiding sex (46%) was the most 

frequently indicated change for the current study group. In 

1986, being careful was the second most frequently selected 

behavior change (25%), whereas in 1989 use of condoms (25%) 

was the second most frequently indicated change. Also, 

monogamous sexual behavior (9%) was found to be more 

frequently selected in the present study than in 1986. 

Study participants were asked two additional open-ended 

questions relevant to the planning of future AIDS education 

programs in schools. The first question asked participants 
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to give their idea of what kind of an AIDS information program 

at school would most likely cause them to change AIDS risk 

behaviors. Results of this question are summarized in Table 

11, ordered by most frequent response. 

Table 11. 

School Programs Most Likely to Reduce AIDS Risk Behaviors 

Program type 

Speakers having AIDS 
Movies/films about AIDS 
Expert speakers 
Emphasis on death/fatality 
Factual information 
Presentations 
Class discussions 
Sex information 
other 

(%) n=145 

46 
15 

8 
8 
8 
6 
4 
3 
3 

As can be observed from this table, almost half (46%) of 

respondents felt that the most effective school based AIDS 

information program would have an actual person suffering from 

AIDS speak to the students at school. The next most frequent 

response to this question recommended video or film 

presentations regarding AIDS information, such as was used in 

the two treatment groups. 

The second question in this open-ended series asked 

students to give what they felt were the kinds of AIDS 

presentations that were not at all effective in getting 
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students to learn about AIDS. Results of this question are 

summarized in Table 12, ordered by most frequent response. 

Table 12. 

School Programs Least Likely to Reduce AIDS Risk Behaviors 

Program type 

Pamphlets and brochures 
Boring lectures 
Boring & uninformed teachers 
Preaching abstinence 
statistics and AIDS facts 
Pressure and scare tactics 
Mandatory & formal pre~entations 
Any information is good 
Movies, films 
Basic biology of AIDS 
Moralistic & religious approach 
other (combined) 
Discussions, formal 
optional attendance 

(%) n=145 

26 
16 
11 

9 
7 
6 
6 
6 
5 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 

Approximately one quarter (26%) of the students felt that 

pamphlets and brochures were an ineffective means of getting 

students to learn about AIDS. Another 16% felt that boring 

lectures on AIDS were ineffective, and uninformed teachers 

(11%) were also considered ineffective. A much wider range 

of responses for this negative question were recorded than for 

the first question asking for positive ideas regarding school-

based AIDS information programs. 
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National AIDS Mailing 

In the spring and summer of 1988 the Surgeon General of 

the u.S. arranged for a document titled Understanding AIDS to 

be mailed to each household in the U.S. Several questions 

were included in the present survey to assess the awareness 

of participants to this fact, and whether the document was 

read and if it stimulated discussions regarding AIDS at the 

family level. Results for these questions were aggregated 

across groups, and are reflected in the following table. 

Table 13. 

Questions about AIDS pamphlet mailed to all U.S. households 

Question Responses (%) 
YES NO 

Did family received the pamphlet? 48 52 
Did you personally read it? 23 77 
Did you learn new info re AIDS? 17 83 
Did family have AIDS discussions? 16 84 

As can be observed from Table 13, almost half (48%) of 

respondents were aware their family had received the AIDS 

pamphlet, but only 23% said they actually read it. Even fewer 

respondents (17%) said they learned anything new from it, and 

only 16% said it stimulated any family discussions about AIDS. 

Teen Risk-Taking 

Adolescent risk-taking behaviors have been associated 

with morbidity and mortality in adolescents, as well as a 

major factor placing teenagers at risk for acquisition of AIDS 
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(Shafer, 1988). Therefore, several questions pertaining to 

risk-taking behaviors were included in the present survey to 

determine if any high-risk subgroup of the participants could 

be identified; and if they were different in their attitudes 

about AIDS than their peers. NO such association was found, 

however these risk-taking questions reveal a profile about the 

study group that is not considerably different than would be 

expected for their age group. These risk-taking questions are 

summarized in Table 14, and again reflect an aggregation of 

data across groups. 

Table 14. Adolescent Risk-Taking Behaviors 

Question 

Received a speeding ticket? 
Ever arrested? 
Drink alcoholic beverages? 
Smoke or chew tobacco? 
Ever suspended/expelled? 
Generally use seat belts? 
Driven with stoned friends? 
Accident or injury needing care? 
Ride a motorcycle, bike, or ATV? 

Responses (%) 
YES NO 

32 
11 
78 
21 

8 
93 
56 
49 
37 

68 
89 
22 
79 
92 

7 
44 
51 
63 

Since it is believed that adolescent substance abusers 

begin sexual intercourse earlier and are poorer contraceptors 

than their substance-free peers (Shafer, 1988), the 

association is frequently made between substance abuse, early 

sexuality, multiple partners, and potential exposure to AIDS. 

The present study, reflected in Table 14, indicates that 78% 
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of respondents were regular consumers of alcoholic beverages. 

A more detailed breakdown for this group indicated that 2% 

consumed alcohol daily, 38% drank once a week or more; and 60% 

were occasional or monthly drinkers. More than half of 

respondents (56%) had at one time or more driven with a friend 

who was under the influence of alcohol or high on other drugs. 

Almost half (49%) had also experienced broken bones, sports 

related injuries or accidents requiring medical attention 

since they were in high school. By comparison, only 21% smoke 

or chew tobacco; and few were ever arrested (11%) or suspended 

or expelled from school (8%). 



CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS 

Summary 
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The findings of this study indicate that formal classroom 

presentation of AIDS information, using educational films, 

resul ts in a significant difference in the performance of 

teenagers on a Knowledge, Attitude and Beliefs survey about 

AIDS. While each of the two treatment films was effective to 

some measurable degree, the combined effect of both treatments 

resulted in the overall statistical significance regarding 

AIDS knowledge, obtained from the 3 X 3 chi-square analysis 

(Table 7). Nine different AIDS knowledge questions (53%), 

out of a total of 17 possible, were found to have significance 

at the .05 level or better on the knowledge score analysis. 

Only one question was found to be significant across both 

treatment groups compared with the control group, and each 

treatment group had four additional knowledge questions 

determined to be significant that were treatment specific. 

Since a majority (86%) of questions on the 3 X 3 chi-square 

analysis were significant at the .01 level, it is presumed 

that the knowledge difference between the treatment groups and 

the control group were attributable to either of the 

treatments, but not due to a random or chance occurrence. 

Of particular interest is the fact that the two different 

treatment groups selected different knowledge questions having 
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significance in the 2 X 3 chi-square analysis (Table 5), 

indicating that any effect on participants' AIDS knowledge was 

different for the two different film presentations. 

In contrast to the summary knowledge score, a similar 

attitude score indicated no overall difference that was 

statistically significant in a 3 X 3 chi-square analysis 

between treatment groups and the control group. Only two of 

twelve questions (17%) registered significance at the .05 

level. The first question, dealing with a politically 

sensitive question of whether children with AIDS should be 

allowed to attend school, was significant in both the 3 X 3 

analysis, and the 2 X 3 analysis for Suzi's film with Control, 

indicating that Suzi's story had a significant effect on this 

issue for study participants, whereas the Churchill film did 

not. Overall, adolescent attitudes about AIDS information 

remained unchanged as a result of treatments, insofar as this 

instrument was capable of measurement, and compared with AIDS 

knowledge. 

An examination of findings relative to questions 

regarding knowledge or attitudes about AIDS seems to confirm 

that the two treatment films had an effect on different 

questions exhibiting significance, with only one exception. 

This occurrence would seem to indicate that either different 

information was being presented, or that the messages were 

being understood differently as a consequence of the different 
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treatments. 

The questions about "kissing," "saliva," and "donating 

blood" have the highest rate of error in both the 1986 study, 

and in the current Control group. All three questions, 

however, show significant difference between Suzi's film and 

the Control group at the .05 level or better; whereas, only 

one question (saliva) was found significant at the same level 

for the Churchill film group compared with controls. 

Of interest is the fact that suzi's film did not 

expressly teach that AIDS could not be transmitted by saliva 

or by kissing someone having the disease, but instead made an 

example of a parent and sibling kissing an infected child and 

his mother who had AIDS. This example about "saliva" and 

"kissing" not being a mode of transmission for AIDS was 

statistically significant between the suzi and control groups 

at the .01 level, and again in the 3 X 3 analysis at the .01 

level of significance. 

Findings regarding levels of concern of adolescents about 

contracting AIDS was surprisingly different for current study 

participants compared with study participants in 1986. 

strunin and Hingson (1987) expressed concern that a higher 

proportion ( 54% ) of adolescents in their study were not 

worried about contracting AIDS than the proportion (34%) in 

a study by DiClemente (1986) in the previous year. The 

present findings seem to indicate a reversal of that trend, 

1' . • 
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since a very low (7%) proportion of respondents were the only 

segment of the study group expressing no concern at all about 

contracting AIDS. 

Other significant changes in response pattern to the 

knowledge and beliefs questions, as detailed in Table 3, 

indicate that a greater proportion of teenagers recently gave 

more appropriate responses to AIDS knowledge questions than 

did the survey participants in the Strunin-Hingson study, by 

as much as 21 percentage points. This increase in AIDS 

knowledge due to passive exposure to written and broadcast 

information about AIDS, as well as peer and family AIDS 

discussions, may have also resulted in an increased awareness 

of personal vulnerability to AIDS. This would explain a 

reduction in the proportion of respondents in the present 

study who were not concerned about contracting AIDS, compared 

with the 1986 data, and the corresponding increase in concern 

about the disease. 

An examination of gender comparisons (Table 7) for all 

statistically significant questions in the 3 X 3 analysis 

reflect that when these same nine questions were re-examined 

by sex of respondent, males had a higher number of overall 

questions yielding significance than did the female sUbjects. 

As in the comparison of chi-square results between treatment 

film and controls, the male-female analysis resulted in only 

two questions that were significant across gender lines, with 
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all others having significance for only males or females, but 

not both. The higher number of significant questions for 

males may be viewed as indicating a greater change in this 

group consequent to treatment, than for a better informed and 

uniform female cohort. An examination of chi-square tables 

for the female respondents indicate that in almost all cases 

the observed frequency was nearly the same as the expected 

frequency for females across treatment groups and also the 

control group. 

The same trends observed in the areas of increased worry 

about AIDS and an increase in performance on knowledge items, 

may have also influenced the present study group in another 

area. When asked what respondents were doing to reduce their 

risk for exposure to AIDS, the largest proportion (46%) gave 

"abstinence" or "no sex" as the most frequent response, 

followed by "use condoms" (25%) and "monogamy" (9%). In the 

1986 study, the largest proportion (35%) of subjects selected 

"more selective of partner," followed by "careful" (25%). 

This very high number of adolescents choosing sexual 

abstinence was considered an anomaly until it was corroborated 

with recent data from another local high school, where 43% of 

a randomly selected group (n=276) provided the same response, 

that "abstinence" was the best way to stop the spread of AIDS, 

followed by "condom use" (43%). For this age group it may be 

easier to express abstinence as a theoretical position about 
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AIDS prevention than the use of condoms, for which there may 

be little or no experience. 

Discussion 

widespread recommendations about condom use as a 

prevention mechanism for STD's and AIDS fail to take into 

account several significant impediments to their use by 

adolescents. Most significantly, there is a lack of easy or 

ready availability of condoms to students who may suffer 

embarrassment by purchasing the product at local drugstores 

or supermarkets. The cost of condoms ($3-$6/doz.) may also 

deter their purchase by students on a limi ted allowance. 

Finally, there is little or no access to proper information 

about the use of condoms, outside of health department STD 

clinics or family planning agencies, which are rarely 

frequented by unknowing teenagers. Adolescent males, in 

particular, have little access to information about the proper 

use of condoms since most family planning agencies generally 

provide services to female clients, unless vasectomy 

procedures are being discussed. 

In the city of San Francisco, after eight years of 

evaluating AIDS education projects, the conclusion has been 

that a most successful program included in its educational 

objectives the interaction and dialogue of students with a 

person having AIDS or ARC to capture the students' attention 

and promote self-awareness. An underlying premise in this 
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successful approach, called the "Wedge" AIDS Education 

enrichment program (Appendix G), is the belief that students 

with increased awareness of their own risk for HIV infection 

may be stimulated to active and positive prevention behaviors. 

In the present study, when asked what kind of school

based programs would be most effective in reducing AIDS risk 

behaviors among students, the most frequent response (46%) was 

a recommendation that a person with AIDS speak with students 

about the disease. It appears that there is a significant 

need for students to "personalize" or relate to AIDS on a 

human level rather than just 'dealing with second-hand 

information from teachers and lectures, or via pamphlets and 

brochures about AIDS. This need for first-hand confrontation 

or dialogue regarding AIDS may also explain why less than one 

fourth (23%) of the survey participants read the Surgeon 

General's household pamphlet on AIDS, and only 16% were 

stimulated to any family discussion about AIDS. 

In conclusion, it appears that even the best educational 

products for teaching about AIDS have a potential, for one 

reason or another, to remain ineffective in promoting a change 

in risk behavior, or in leaving participants as knowledgeable 

as they should be for survival in the era of AIDS. Multiple 

exposures to AIDS information, using different techniques or 

films, would obviously be better than a "one shot" program 

that is implemented to satisfy statutory requirements of a 
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Students themselves 

would rather hear about AIDS from someone who has experienced 

the illness, instead of hearing about AIDS from a teacher or 

being handed pamphlets and brochures. As time passes and each 

community has an increasing number of diagnosed cases in all 

age groups and from all walks in life this may be a more 

viable alternative than it is now. Today, however, we can 

effectively increase the knowledge of adolescents about AIDS 

by using films such as "Suzi's story" and videos produced by 

Churchill Films, Inc., and others. But if we expect 

adolescents to forgo sexual development and experimentation 

because of AIDS, then we should be prepared to accept failure, 

and to offer a viable alternative to those who will not adopt 

a policy of sexual abstinence. Condoms should not only be 

promoted for sexually active teenagers, they should be made 

available to adolescents for free or at minimal cost. Condoms 

should be available where teenagers congregate, recreate, and 

spend most of their daytime hours - in school vending machines 

or health offices. 



APPENDIX A 

AIDS TRANSMISSION CATEGORIES 

. 
ADULTS/ADOLESCENTS Cumulative (%) 
(1/1/81 through 6/30/89) Number 

Homos~xual/Bisexual Male 60,007 (61) 

Intravenous (IV) Drug Use (m/f) 20,084 (20) 

Homosexual Male/IV Drug Abuser 6,982 (7) 

Hemophilia/Coagulation Disorder 948 (1 ) 

Heterosexual Cases 4,458 (5) 

Transfusion, Blood/Components 2,414 (2 ) 

Undetermined 3,362 (3) 

Adult/adolescent subtotal: 98,255 (99) 

CHILDREN 

Hemophilia/coagulation Disorder 96 (6 ) 

Parent with/at risk of AIDS 1,334 (79) 

Transfusion, Blood/Components 195 (12) 

Undetermined 56 (3 ) 

Pediatric subtotal: 1,681 (100) 

TOTAL AIDS CASES: 99,936 

Source: Centers for Disease Control, HIV/AIDS Surveillance 
July, 1989 
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APPENDIX B 

ADULT/ADOLESCENT AIDS CASES BY SEXUAL ORIENTATION 

(1/1/81 through 3/31/89) 

SINGLE MODE OF EXPOSURE 

Male Homosexual 

Male Bisexual 

Intravenous drug use 

Bi
sexual 

(%) 

11 

Hemophilia/coagulation disorders 

Heterosexual contact 

Transfusion recipients, etc. 

Other/undetermined 

MULTIPLE MODES OF EXPOS~ 

Male homosexual; IV drug; 
hemophilia; transfusion 

Male bisexual: IV drug; 
hemophilia; transfusion 

M/F IV drug; hemophilia; 
blood transfusion, etc. 

Total percentages: 

2 

13% 

Homo
sexual 

(%) 

48 

7 

55% 

Hetero
sexual 

(%) 

17 

1 

4 

2 

3 

3 

30% 
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APPENDIX C 

WALTER REED STAGING CLASSIFICATION OF HIV INFECTION 

stage 

WRO 

WRl 

WR2 

WR3 

WR4 

WR5 

WR6 

HIV 
Anti
body 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Chronic 
Lymphad
enopathy 

+ 

+/-

+/-

+/-

+/-

T4 
Cells 

>400 

>400 

>400 

<400 

<400 

<400 

<400 

Delayed Thrush 
Hypersens
itivity 

normal 

normal 

normal 

normal 

partial(P) -

Opportun
istic 

Infections 

Complete(C) and/or 
Thrush 

PIC +/- + 



Age 

< 5 
5-12 

13-19 
20-24 
25-29 
30-34 
35-39 
40-44 
45-49 
50-54 
55-59 
60-64 
65 + 

M= 

75 

APPENDIX D 

AIDS CASES BY SEX, AGE AT DIAGNOSIS, AND 
RACE/ETHNICITY, REPORTED THROUGH JUNE 1989. 

White 

128 
108 
159 

2,011 
8,265 

12,781 
11,889 

7,972 
4,653 
2,695 
1,747 

961 
882 

54,251 

Black 

401 
54 
93 

1,092 
3,618 
5,638 
5,006 
2,724 
1,537 

886 
512 
254 
145 

21,960 

MALES 

Hispanic 

186 
34 
56 

636 
2,297 
3,489 
2,872 
1,822 

915 
530 
322 
139 

94 

13,392 

FEMALES 

Other* 

4 
3 
7 

30 
85 

147 
137 

88 
69 
32 
20 

8 
14 

644 

Total (%) 

721 ( 1) 
200 ( 0) 
316 ( 0) 

3,776 ( 4) 
14,286 (16) 
22,101 (24) 
19,949 (22) 
12,642 (14) 
7,190(8) 
4,154 ( 5) 
2,611 ( 3) 
1,366 ( 2) 
1,137 ( 1) 

90,449(100) 

Age White Black Hispanic Other* Total (%) 

< 5 
5-12 

13-19 
20-24 
25-29 
30-34 
35-39 
40-44 
45-49 
50-54 
55-59 
60-64 
65 + 

F= 

Total: 

122 
24 
15 

174 
475 
549 
347 
195 
102 

87 
98 
99 

268 

2,555 

56,806 

386 
50 
44 

286 
957 

1,394 
950 
437 
190 
110 

61 
41 
50 

4,956 

26,916 

148 
24 
12 

146 
424 
485 
329 
157 

65 
33 
25 
15 
16 

1,879 

15,271 

3 
2 
2 
2 
8 

22 
8 
9 
4 
4 
1 
4 
4 

73 

596 

660 ( 7) 
100 ( 1) 

73 ( 1) 
612 ( 6) 

1,871 (20) 
2,456 (26) 
1,638 (17) 

798 ( 8) 
363 ( 4) 
234 ( 2) 
185 ( 2) 
159 ( 2) 
338 ( 4) 

9,487(100) 

99,936 

* Other = Asian/Pacific Islander/Am. India·n/Alaskan Native 
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APPENDIX E 

HIV antibody serum prevalence in military 
applicants ty race or ethnicity. 
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APPENDIX F 

INSTRUCTIONS 

This survey is confidential and anonymous, so do NOT put your 
name anywhere on it. It should take only five or ten minutes 
to complete the questiopnaire. There are two parts, and a 
total of 48 questions. 

Please read each question carefully and select the one 
response that you feel is most appropriate for each question. 
Place an "X" in the box next to each response you select. 

EXAMPLE: 

Q. Pumpkins are usually carved at Halloween. 
1 [XX] TRUE 
2 [ ] FALSE 

THANKS FOR YOUR COOPERATION AND PARTICIPATION!!! 



AIDS ADOLESCENT SURVEY - BOSTON U. SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH 
L. Strunin, PhD, R. Higson, PhD 

(PART-I) 
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1. Have you ever discussed AIDS with your parents or other 
adult members of your family? 

1 [ ] YES 
2 [ ] NO 

2. Have you ever had a conversation about AIDS with any of your 
friends? 

1 [ ] YES 
2 [ ] NO 

3. Has any teacher in school ever talked about AIDS? 
1 [ ] YES 
2 [ ] NO 

4. How much do you worry about AIDS? 
1 [ ] A GREAT DEAL 
2 [ ] SOMEWHAT 
3 [ ] A LITTLE 
4 [ ] NOT AT ALL 

5. The following questions deal with how AIDS is transmitted. 
Can you get AIDS from: 

YES 

a. Toilet seats? 1 [ 

b. Sharing eating or drinking utensils 
with someone who has AIDS? 1 [ 

c. Shaking hands with someone who has 
AIDS? 1 [ 

d. Being in the same room with someone 
who has AIDS? 1 [ 

e. Germs in the air, like getting a 

NO 

2 [ 

2 [ 

2 [ 

2 

NOT 
SURE 

3 [ 

3 [ ] 

3 ] 

] 3 ] 

cold? 1 [ ] 2 [ 3 [ ] 

f. Kissing someone on the mouth who 
has AIDS? 1 [ ] 2 [ ] 3 ] 

g. Sex between a male and female? 1 [ 2 [ ] 3 [ 



( continued) 

h. Sex between two males? 

i. Sex between two females? 

j. Injecting drugs with needles? 

YES NO 

1 [ ] 2 [ 

NOT 
SURE 

3 [ ] 

1 [ ] 2 [ '3 [ ] 

1[] 2(] 3(] 

k. Drug use other than with needles?l [ 

1. Giving or donating blood? 1 [ 

] 2 [ ] 3 [ 

] 2 [ ] 3 [ 

] 

] 

m. Getting a blood transfusion? 

n. Tears from the eyes? 

o. Saliva from the mouth? 

p. Semen from a man? 

q. vaginal fluids from a woman? 

1[] 2(] 3(] 

1[] 2(] 3(] 

1[] 2(] 3(] 

1[] 2(] 3(] 

1 [ ] 2 [ 3 [ ] 

6. If someone has AIDS should they be allowed to go to 
school? 

1 [ ] YES 
2 [ ] NO 
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7. Do you think the amount of information available to teen-
agers about AIDS is not enough, just about right, or too much? 

1 [ ] NOT ENOUGH 
2 [ ] JUST ABOUT RIGHT 
3 [ ] TOO MUCH 

8. Do you think AIDS information in schools should be available 
in the form of: NOT 

YES NO SURE 

a. Brochures and leaflets? 1 

b. Films? 1 [ 

c. Question & Answer Sessions with 
Experts? 1 [ 

d. Formal classes? 1 [ 

e. Talks by Persons with AIDS? 1 [ 

2 [ 

2 [ 

2 [ 

2 

2 [ 

3 [ ] 

3 [ ] 

3 [ ] 

3 [ ] 

3 [ ] 
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9. Would you prefer getting information about AIDS in a setting 
with boys and girls together, or separately? 

1 [ ] ONLY MALES OR FEMALES SEPARATELY 
2 [ ] MIXED SEX CLASSES 
3 [ ] NO PREFERENCE 

10. What things, if any, can people who have sexual relations 
with others do to prevent AIDS transmission? 

11. What are the safest ways to avoid AIDS? 

PLEASE TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE FOR PART-II 
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ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS FOR ADOLESCENT QUESTIONNAIRE 

(PART-II) 

12. In the last eight or twelve months did your family 
receive in the mail a government pamphlet with the title: 
"Understanding AIDS"? 

1 [ ] YES 
2 [ ] NO 

13. Did you personally read the pamphlet? 
1 [ ] YES 
2 [ ] NO 

14. Did you learn anything new about AIDS from the 
pamphlet? 

1 [ ] YES 
2 [ ] NO 

15. Did your family have any discussions about AIDS after 
receiving the pamphlet? 

1 [ ] YES 
2 [ ] NO 

16. What is the most frequent way AIDS is spread from 
person to person (SELECT ONLY ONE)? 

1 [ ] Sexually 
2 [ ] Needle sharing by intravenous drug abusers 
3 [ ] From mother to child during childbirth 
4 [ ] Kissing someone with AIDS 
5 [ ] None of the above 

17. What is the BEST way to prevent spread of AIDS virus? 
(More than one answer may be correct, but select the answer 
you feel is the BEST answer) 

1 [ ] Sexual Abstinence 
2 [ ] Having sex with only one person 
3 [ ] Use of condoms ("rubbers") during sex 
4 [ ] Not sharing needles with an IV drug abuser 
5 [ ] Not Kissing someone with AIDS 

18. Can AIDS be gotten from a sex partner who looks 
healthy? 

1 [ ] YES 
2 [ ] NO 
3 [ ] NO~r SURE 
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19. Are you doing anything to reduce your risk of being 
exposed to AIDS? 

1 [ ] YES 
2 [ ] NO 

20. If you answered "YES" to the above question, what 
are you doing? 

21. Do you think AIDS is a communicable disease that 
every high school student should be concerned about? 

1 [ ] YES 
2 [ ] NO 

22. Have you ever received a speeding ticket? 
1 [ ] YES 
2 [ ] NO 

23. Have you ever been arrested? 
1 [ ] YES 
2 [ ] NO 

24. Do you ever drink beer, wine, or other alcoholic 
beverages? 

25. 

1 [ ] YES 
2 [ ] NO 

If " 
1 [ 
2 [ 
3 [ 

YES" to the above question, How often? 
] Every day 
] Once a week, or more frequently 
] Every month, or less frequently 

26. Do you smoke or chew tobacco? 
1 [ ] YES 
2 [ ] NO 

27. Were you ever suspended or expelled from high school? 
1 [ ] YES 

28. 

2 [ ] NO 

When 
1 [ 
2 [ 
3 [ 

you drive, do you wear 
] YES, ALWAYS 
] YES, BUT NOT OFTEN 
] NO, NEVER 

seat belts? 
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29. Have you ever driven in a car with a friend who was 
under the influence of alcohol, or high on drugs? 

1 ,[ ] YES 
2 [ ] NO 

30. Since you've been in high school, have you had any 
broken bones, sports related injuries, or accidents that 
required you to see a doctor? 

1 [ ] YES 
2 [ ] NO 

31. Do you ever ride a motorcycle, motor bike, or "All 
Terrain Vehicle" (ATV)? 

1 [ ] YES 
2 [ ] NO 

32. Did 
school in the 

1 [ 
2 [ 

you attend any formal AIDS presentations at 
past year or twelve months? 

] YES 
] NO 

33. If "NO" on the above question, what is the main 
reason you did NOT attend? 

1 [ ] NOT INTERESTED IN AIDS 
2 [ ] ALREADY KNOW ABOUT AIDS 
3 [ ] PARENTS DID NOT APPROVE 
4 [ ] JUST FORGOT 
5 [ ] IT'S A GAY DISEASE 
6 [ ] LOST THE PERMISSION SLIP 
7 [ ] NO PROGRAM WAS OFFERED 
8 [ ] OTHER REASON: 

34. Did you learn anything new about AIDS from the AIDS 
presentation held at school, if you attended? 

1 [ ] YES 
2 [ ] NO 
3 [ ] DID NOT ATTEND 

35. What is one key point you remember from the school 
presentation, if you attended? 

36. Should AIDS presentations be mandatory or voluntary 
for high school students to attend? 

1 [ ] VOLUNTARY 
2 [ ] MANDATORY 
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37. Do you think that you could ever be exposed to AIDS 
and get the disease? 

1 [ ] YES 
2 [ ] NO 

38. Do you think any of your friends could ever be 
exposed to AIDS and get the disease? 

1 [ ] YES 
2 [ ] NO 

39. Do you personally do anything different today to 
protect yourself from AIDS than you did before the AIDS 
presentations? 

1 [ ] NO 
2 [ ] YES 

40. If "YES" to the above question, 
THAT IS DIFFERENT? 

WHAT DO YOU DO 

41. What kind of AIDS information program at school would 
most likely cause you to change behaviors that could put you 
at risk for AIDS? 

42. What kinds of AIDS presentations do you feel are not 
at all effective in getting students to learn about AIDS? 

43. Your age: 

44. Your grade: 

45. Your sex (check one): ____ Male, ____ Female 

46. Your grade point average (GPA) at the 
end of last year (approximately): 

47. What is your ethnic background? (check one) 

48. Which 

Anglo, Hispanic, 

Black, Native American, 

Asian 

film 
1 [ 
2 [ 
3 [ 

did you watch (check one) ? 
] Suzi's story 
] Churchill AIDS film 
] I saw no film 

Other 
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City and County of San Francisco Department of Public Health 

WP.DCE~ AIDS EDUCATION PROGRAM 

The overall goal of the Wedgem program is to stop the spread of HIV infection 
amons adolescents, The program is unique in that: it is complementary to 
established high school family life education and related courses, and it 
pL'ovidQS a framework to int.eSt'aLe fact.ual information with personal account.s 
of experience wit.h lilV disease, It La t.hrough four presentations -- which 
include basic facts and cuncepts about HIV and risks, discussions, exercises 
and peL'sollal histories lead by a t.eam of trained speakers -- that the student. 
begins to 1'ecognize his 01' het' own level of risk for HIV infection, Frank 
dlalogue and interaction with a person with AIDS or ARC galvanizes the 
students' attention alld promotes their self-awaL'eness, An underlying premise 
nf the Wedget) AIDS Educat.ion em'ichment. pt'ogt'am is that a student's increased 
awat'eness of his or:' het' own t'isk for HIV infection st.imulates active all" 
Ilositive prevenLive behaviot's. 

PROGRAM GOALS 
1. To increase factual info11oation about. AIDS, the AIDS virus and its 

t,'ansmission, 
2, To ,'educe fear and mi s in fOt'1llst ion about AIDS, the AIDS virus and its 

t,'ansmiss ion. 
3, To educate youth about. riSK reduction measur:'es. 
". To provide an opport.unity fo,' youth to understand and integrate AIDS 

prevention illfot'lllation. 
S, To promote awar:'elless, undel'stlllldillg and acceptance of the personai and 

sociai aspects of living with AIDS or ARC. 
6, To help t.eenagers delay t.he initiation of se)(IJal intercout'se, 
7, To reduce oxperimentation wit.h drugs and prevent intt'Bv.nous (IV) drug use 

and the use of 811Y shal'ed need ies, 

PR!SENTATION SEQUENCE 

The Team: Each of the Wedge~ 

two-day training and 
classroom, I 

presenters has successfully undet'gone 
orientation before being assigned to 

~ESSION ON! Conducted by a merlleat pt'ofeRsionat In' AtOS educator:' 
-Presents a basic descript.ion of communicable diseases 
-Covers acquired immunOdeficiency syndrome, effects of human immunodeficiency 
virus (HIV) infaction on the immune systenl, modes of transmission 

-OUtlines primary prevention strategies, e.g" abstinence from sexual 
intercourse and needle sharing activities 

-Outline. secondary prevention strategies, e,g" the use of condom. and 
nonoxynol-9 products and redu'c tion of other drug use 

PURPOS!: 

a 
a 

-To learn basic facta about AIDS, and to dispel commo~ myths and misconceptions 
about AIDS 

-To discuss the knowledge and behaviors necessary for preVention of HIV 
infection 
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Pase 2 

~~Qt!~ Conduct.ed by a pubUc healt.h educat.oc- oc- community healt.h 
educat.oc-
-Leads sc-oup in act.ivit.ies which focu. on deci.ion makin& skill. and values 

c hc-if1eat.1on 
-Facilit.at.es st.udent.s' ident.ification of bohaviot"s which constit.ut.e C-idk Cuc
IltV infect.ion 

-Pl'epaL'as t.he st.udent.s Coc- Session IU 

PURPOSE: 
-'1'0 axamine pec-sonal feelings, attitudes, ami baliefs IIboul;. AlOS and t'elatad 

ill8uuII 
-To pl'ovide st.udent.s wilh IlpporlunitlaB to inteSl'aLe AtDS facta int.o mot'e 

poc-8Ilnal. c-eai-iUe situat.ions faced by adolascenLa 

~ESSION TItREE Conduct.ed by a pueon wit.h AIDS (PWA) or' p8r'80n with ARC 
(PWARC) 
-,,,,,,sanls B ,uu'sonal. POl'st,.!cllvt! on lhe illll1act. DC til" IITOS aplcll!mlc 
-lId,h'oslIus myths IIn,1 milllHu'cepLiolls Lhllt IILlIIlunLIJ IIlliy hllva IihouL the vi l'Utl 

lind 1 Ls Ll"lU'lIl11iss illn 

PURPOSE: 
-'1'0 inLl"ocluee and lI"ns1ll zo stullent.. to t.he psychologica 1 and social aspecLs or 
Ilvln~ wilh IIlV infoclillll alld A1I)9 lllnluJSull 

-'1'0 t'einfol"ee wLudont.s' bastc InfonnaLion IIbout Al0S Vlt'UB tr"Bntul1lllslon 
e'ro 8U!se8t ase-appl'opt"l a te bohaviot' St.l'St.U! ies fUt' pt'lwent. i us 0\' l'"due ins 

the l'iak of infecllon with IIlV and ot.het" stucualLy tl'alllimlt.t.ed diaeases 

SESSION FOIJR Conduct.ed by a healt.h educat.or'. family lif. t..acher'. Ot" an 
iddit.lonal WadseG t.eam membec-. R 

-Reviews the studant.s' illlpl'assions and whal Lhey hllve leal'ned CL'om Sossion ttt 
-Re -alld l'a8111t8 rr'uvell L lOll s l r'8 l,,! 1 d. 
-tnt.l'llducea cOllllllunity l'eSIlUl'ct!!I fllr' student.s Blld otheL's to fUl'lhet' assisL 1I11~m 

in lheit" undltt'st8l\ding of A1.US and t'1t1ated subjects 

""RI'OSP.: 
eTo pt'ovide follow,-ur acllvlt.l"s fur' rl'oct!sslllg lIle ,IiBcl/Hslon which lnok placu 

IIUl'I,,! Setlaio" tIt, tlllt Buyolon with lhe I'WA Ur' lho I'WAHC: 
-AI'Pl'urt"iale l'efal'l'a 1s lo cOllullunil.y l'lHIIlUl'Ce!l fOl' fUL'llttH' AII)S 11lfol'm8ll011 call 
also bit made at this t.ime, 

111 Adlll t.lemal mtlmber. of t htl W"dsetl tellm may 1 nc I ude te~1I reel' edlle a LOl'1I , 
cUllullunlty educalol'S, clol'gy, I!.l'UUP COUlllilllol'S, Ul' Ol,tllH'S as IIPI'I'opI'i.aLe lu 
ItBeh sltttins, 

Foc- fUr't.httt" 1n fonna tion can t.acl t.he WedseG> Pl·Oj ec t. COIlt"d ina t.Ol" (41.5/554-256 J) 

at' write: 

9/88 

WAllguG> Pt'oj I!C l 
Famil y Ilea Llh Bureau 
Dellat'tment. of Public tleal th 
101 G~ove St~eet, Room 11~H 
San Francisco, CA 94102 

411988 Glty alltl GuulILy tlf Sd" ~'l'i.ll\citJt:tJ, IhllllU'llllHlIl of I'uhtll! IIulIllh 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE CONTACT: Beverly Hayon 
(415) 554-2550 

NEW AIDS EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR TEBRS 

The battle against AIDS ignorance and hysteria can often be as dramatic as the 
fight against the disease itself. A new educational weapon in that battle has 
been launched by the San Francisco Department of Public Health. It is aptly 
called TIIE WEDGE. In football, the "wedge" is a tactic that requires 
special teamwork on the offensive line; it's a description that easily applies 
to this unprecendented classroom approach to AIDS education for teenagers. 

Special teamwork is what makes THE WEDGE uniquely innovative in reaching what 
is perhaps the most difficult group to educate about AIDS - adolescents. 
WEDGE teams consist of health educators, peer counselors, UCSF medical 
students, teachers, and most importantly, Persons with AIDS. The four-part 
class series combines straightforward facts about AIDS: How the virus is 
transmitted, how to prevent its spread, plus the human dimension necessary to 
overcome the fears and misconceptions so prevalent among teenagers. Youth get 
to work and learn from individuals who ar.e living with AIDS, and they come 
face to face with their own vulnerability to the disease, especially if they 
are sexually active or using drugs. 

R~sults of THE WEDGE are informed teens with changed attitudes and a 
remarkable degree of positive support for the program. After a series has 
ended, letters pour in from the students with comments that are mirrored by 
the following excerpts: 

.' .... 
"I have read books, magazines, and posters regarding AIDS, but I just 
ignored it and never believed it. Now that I have actually seen someone 
wi th AIDS ••• I know a whole lot more ..... 

" ••• we learned more about self-esteem, honesty, and courage today .•. than a 
year's worth of carefully planned lessons. 

" ••• before you even came .•• I would not touch anyone with AIDS, let alone 
be in the same room .•. Now I can honestly say I am not afraid of people 
with AIDS. You really helped me to understand. 

(MORE) 



THE WEDGE 
Page Two 

The program was conceived through the collaboration of longtime AIDS 
activist/survivor Christian Haren and Balboa Teen Clinic Health Educator Kim 
Cox. Together they found a way to combine what each had been doing 
individually. Today THE WEDGE uses the talents of many people who are 
committed to teaching young people the facts about AIDS. Perhaps none more 
poignantly than those Persons with AIDS who have volunteered their precious 
time to prevent the further spread of the disease. 

Dr. David Werdegar, Director of Health for San Francisco observed, "THE 
WEDGB is the most creative and effective program ever devised for health 
education of teenagers. It will serve as a model of AIDS education in high 
schools." 
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Requests for THE WEDGE can be made through Elizabeth Stoller, 554-2840, 
Bureau of Communicable Diseases, San Francisco Department of Public Health. 
The program is available to all schools, public and private, as well as youth 
organizations. It is part of the broad range of services provided by the S.F. 
Department of Health, 101 Grove, San Francisco 94102. David Werdegar, M.D., 
M.P.H, is Director of Health. 

I 
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